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Digital Hall Notes:
The digital hall effect circuit is electrically isolated from thE! optical limit circuit.
+5 to + 15 Vdc is required from HALL_ PWR (P1-10) to HALL_ GND (Pl-11) to power the hall effects.
The hall effect outputs are NPN open collector (sinking) rated at 10 rnA. 15 V max,
The hall effect phasing and color code is specified in the Trilogy standard forward timing diagram.

Optical Linlit Notes:
The optical limit circuit is electrically isolated from t he digital hall circuit.
+5 to +24 Vdc is required from LlMIT_PWR (P1-1) to LlMrr_GND (P1-2).
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Color Code
(15 Conductor Coble)

P1

Optical Umits

The limit outputs are full drivers. They can both sink (NPN) and source (PNP) current.
Each limit output has a corresponding source power pin. Each output will be pulled to the
voltage level on its source power pin when sourcing.
If sourcing is not required the source power pin for any limit output may be left unconnected.
If a source power pin is left unconnected then its corresponding limit output will
be only a sinking (NPN open collector type) output.
The source power pins can be connected to any voltage up to +2.4 Vdc. The voltages powering the
limits and each of the source power pins are completely independent and may be any combination
up to their rated limits.
Each limit output is ratecl at 24 Vdc and 25 mA (sink or source) MAX.
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Digital Halls

~~ No Connection

DEFAULT LIMIT OUTPUT POLARm':
The limit outputs are pulled low (to LIMIT_ GND) when the sensor !S NOT on a reflective surface.
The limit outputs are pulled high (to their source power pin) when the sensor IS on a
reflective surface (if the source power pin IS connected).
The limit outputs are floating (open collector) when the sensor IS on a
reflective surface (if the source power pin IS NOT connected) .
ALTERNATE LIMIT OUTPUT POLARrrY:

Connector [\Jotes:
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